Embedding **Films on Demand** links into Moodlerooms, Web pages or Microsoft PowerPoint.

This document has three parts – NOTE: Microsoft is not supporting anything but YouTube in PPT at this time.

- Part One explains how to locate the necessary links from Films on Demand.
- Part Two explains how to link or “embed” the video in a Web page.
- Part Three explains several ways to link or “embed” the video in Moodlerooms.

**Part One – Getting the links/ embed code**

1. Go to the library’s home page: http://library.mtsac.edu or any other way you wish. (we like you to come to us directly ;-) 
2. Look for the “Books, Articles & More Databases” tab toward the top left & click.
3. One of the drop-down selection options should be “Databases & eResources” – click on that option.
4. Once you get the next web page, scroll down if needed and select “Films on Demand”
5. Click on “Films on Demand” - if you are on campus you should go directly to the database. If you are OFF campus, the library proxy will require you to log in using your Portal credentials (we have to make certain you are you after all ;-) 

6. Once in Films on Demand - you may browse or search
   a. if you are being asked to log in again – by the Films on Demand page, you need to contact the Library because your browser is having an issue

7. I searched for “Food” for this example. Scrolling down in the results gave me a video called “Food Poisoning” which I clicked on.
   a. One of the wonderful things about Films on Demand is (in most cases) you can either show the entire video, or just a specific segment (they are numbered to the right of the video)
8. Scroll your window down below the video until you see these options:

9. There are several options you have at this point.
   a. You can take the entire “Record URL” for a class or web site – it will spawn a new tab/window/page that shows you the entire FoD page with info.
   b. You can select the “Share” tab which has the “embed” options
   c. You can select “Custom Segment” and only show a snippet that you choose (requires you to login/create a free account)

10. If you are going to just use the link, you will need to select the entire URL displayed in the box labeled “Record URL” – I suggest to click “Highlight” and it will select the entire URL link for you.
NOTE: Make certain you get it ALL or it won’t work. It already has the necessary library proxy data (that is the “libris.mtsac.edu” part) that will detect if the viewer is on or off campus.

11. If you wish to “embed” the video, you will need to locate & select the “embed” code.
   Selecting the Embed Code
12. Click on “Share” as shown in the image after #8.
13. Share gives you three options:
   a. Direct Links (use this for your Web page or new window within Moodlerooms/other LMS),
   b. Email (Note: you can email the link, but unless they are a Mt.SAC person, they won’t be able to view it),
   c. or Embed Code.
14. Select “Embed Code” if you wish to put this video in your Web page and or the LMS without having it spawn a new tab/page

![Video player]

15. Embed Code Options:
   a. Embed Code (Best for LMS) – (Full Title)
   b. Alternate Embed Code (Best for Public Pages) – (Full Title)
   c. LTI Link – (Full Title)
   d. Video size:

16. Embed Code (Best for LMS) is the selection for Moodlerooms (If you are experimenting with Canvas, use the Alternate Embed Code)
Part Two – Linking on a Web Page

1. For web pages, you can put the “Alternate Embed Code” if you wish to keep the video on your original web – just highlight/select the text on the web page like you would any other web/hyperlink and paste the code from the first FoD page called “Record URL” or the “Direct Links” code under the “Share” tab – they are the same. These will replace your displaying web page with the FoD web page & video.
2. If you wish the video to create a new tab or window, you need to add to the hyper link (including the quotes):
   a. target="_blank"
   b. If your web editor allows, you can select “open in new window” without using the target code above
3. If you plan on anything other than this on your web page, contact the Library or the IT department for further help.

Part Three - Several ways to link or “embed” the video in Moodlerooms

Add a resource > Add a folder to display FoD – create a name for the folder - click on toolbar toggle <show image> - type in Description box name of video or what you want to use a link text for video for web page / new page / pop out display. – for embed, click on the HTML option <show image> and paste the embed code – and save. (suggest SMALL size) - then click the “display description” - This will display the video in the center in the topic/week area. – viewer is not required to click in further.

Add a resource > page (probably the best way to do it) – select the Add a page option - create a name for the page - Description is not required - scroll down to “Content” - click on toolbar toggle <show image> - click on the HTML option <show image> and paste the embed code – and save. (suggest SMALL size)

Add a resource > URL > select “URL” to do a direct link NOTE: This is NOT Embed – this is a Direct Link - - create a name for the URL – description is not necessary – under “Content” paste in “External URL” the code from FoD from “Title URL” under the “Direct Links” option or the “Record URL” - these are both the same – The next line is “Appearance” and this is an important section. – Under “Display” you have “automatic,” “embed,” “in Frame,” “New Window” (I recommend this one), “Open,” or “in Pop-up” – the other settings under Display are dependent upon what was choosen. – The reason to select the “new window” is to insure that when the student has completed watching the video & they close the tab/window, they do not close themselves out of the LMS as well.